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Abstract

In this paper it is demonstrated that cross-correlated time modulation of isotropic chemical shifts (‘conformational
exchange’) leads to differential relaxation of double- and zero-quantum coherences, respectively. Quantitative
information can be obtained from the time dependence of the interconversion between the two two-spin co-
herences 2IxSx and 2IySy, induced by the differential relaxation. The effect is illustrated with an application
to 13C,15N-labeled quail CRP2(LIM2), by studying15N-1HN multiple-quantum relaxation. Significant cross-
correlated fluctuations of isotropic chemical shifts were observed for residues which are part of a disordered loop
region connecting twoβ-strands in CRP2(LIM2). Differential1HN and15N exchange contributions to multiple-
quantum relaxation observed at these sites illustrate the complex interplay between hydrogen bonding events and
conformational reorientations in proteins.

Introduction

NMR spectroscopy provides increasingly detailed de-
scriptions of the structural dynamics of macromole-
cules in solution (Peng and Wagner, 1994; Dayie
et al., 1996; Palmer et al., 1996; Daragan and Mayo,
1997). Most of the dynamic NMR studies relied on
measurement of15N relaxation rates as a probe to
sense protein dynamics. Unfortunately, using only a
single site of the peptide planes does not cover all
the dynamical features of the protein in solution. To
overcome this limitation, NMR relaxation studies of
the 13CO nucleus have been performed (Zeng et al.,
1996; Dayie et al., 1997; Engelke and Rüterjans, 1997;
Fischer et al., 1998), although the quantitative inter-
pretation of these relaxation rates remained difficult.
Recently, cross-correlated relaxation has been shown
to represent another valuable source of structural and
dynamical information. NMR methods have been de-
vised that measure cross-correlated fluctuations of
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relaxation mechanisms, be it different dipolar cou-
plings (DD) (Reif et al., 1997; Pelupessy et al., 1999)
or dipolar couplings and chemical shift anisotropy
(CSA) (Yang et al., 1997, 1998; Yang and Kay, 1998).
Additionally, CSA-CSA cross correlations have been
proposed (Vold and Vold, 1978; Werbelow, 1987;
Konrat and Sterk, 1993; Kumar and Kumar, 1996) and
experimentally demonstrated (Norwood et al., 1999;
Pang et al., 1999; Pellecchia et al., 1999; Pervushin
et al., 1999; Tessari and Vuister, 2000).

Local dynamic processes in proteins, however,
are not confined to fast (picosecond–nanosecond)
structural librations but can also comprise thermally
activated motions on microsecond–millisecond time
scales, which are often important for protein func-
tion (Fersht, 1985). These motional processes are
probed by different experimental strategies. Firstly, by
measuring the transverse relaxation rate R2 using a
Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) sequence (Carr
and Purcell, 1954; Meiboom and Gill, 1958) as a
function of the CPMG delay (Gutowsky et al. 1965;
Orekhov et al., 1994, 1995). Secondly, by measuring
the spin-lock relaxation rate R1ρ as a function of the
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radiofrequency spin-lock amplitude (Deverell et al.,
1970; Peng and Wagner, 1992; Szyperski et al., 1993),
where the effective field axis is preferably tilted by
an angleθ relative to the static magnetic field axis
(Desvaux et al., 1995; Akke and Palmer, 1996; Zinn-
Justin et al., 1997; Akke et al., 1998; Mulder et al.,
1998).

Here we show, both theoretically and experimen-
tally, that the presence of ms-µs motional processes,
which cause a modulation of the isotropic chemical
shifts of two nuclei involved in multiple-quantum co-
herences, is manifested in differential relaxation of
double- and zero-quantum coherences. During the
preparation of the manuscript, the possibility of this
exchange correlation phenomenon was independently
mentioned by Tessari and Vuister (2000). As a first
example, we discuss the differential relaxation of15N-
1HN double- and zero-quantum coherences in the
fully 13C, 15N-enriched (although15N-labeled protein
samples are sufficient) carboxyl-terminal LIM domain
CRP2(LIM2) of quail cysteine- and glycine-rich pro-
tein CRP2, a protein involved in cell growth and
differentiation (Weiskirchen et al., 1995).

Materials and methods

Uniformly 13C,15N-labeled carboxyl-terminal LIM
domain qCRP2(LIM2) of quail cysteine- and glycine-
rich protein CRP2 was prepared and purified as de-
scribed previously. Signal assignments and structural
data of qCRP2(LIM2) have already been published
(Konrat et al., 1997).

All NMR experiments were performed on a Var-
ian UNITY Plus 500 MHz spectrometer equipped
with a pulsed field gradient (PFG) unit using a triple
resonance probe with actively shielded z gradients.
The sample contained 1.5 mM of13C,15N-labeled
qCRP2(LIM2), as well as 20 mM potassium phos-
phate buffer pH 7.2, 50 mM KCl and 0.5 mM
dithiothreitol in 90% H2O/10%D2O. All spectra were
recorded at 26◦C. All experiments performed used
spectral widths of 1650× 8000 Hz in the t1 × t2
dimensions. The1H carrier was set to the frequency
of the water resonance (4.76 ppm), and the15N car-
rier frequency was set to 119 ppm. Decoupling of
15N spins during acquisition was performed using the
WALTZ decoupling scheme (Shaka et al., 1983) with
a decoupling power ofγB1 = 900 Hz.

Differential 15N-1HN DQ-ZQ-relaxation. The se-
quence for measuring the differential relaxation of
15N-1HN double- and zero-quantum coherences de-
rives from the conventional15N 2D-HSQC experiment
(Figure 1). It comprises gradient selection combined
with sensitivity enhancement (Cavanagh et al., 1991;
Palmer et al., 1991; Kay et al., 1992b). The essential
difference is that prior to the15N t1 evolution period,
a relaxation delay (TC) is inserted during which15N-
1HN multiple-quantum coherences evolve. The two
15N and1HN 90◦C pulses applied simultaneously at
time point a of the sequence generate the coherence,
2NxHx, which is allowed to evolve between the time
points a and b in the sequence (TC).

The operator 2NxHx can be decomposed into a
sum of double- (DQ) and zero- (ZQ) quantum coher-
ences

2NxHx = 0.5(N+ + N−)(H+ + H−) =
0.5(N+H+ + N−H+ + N+H−+
N−H−) (1)

where I+ and I− are raising and lowering operators
(I± = Ix ± iI y), respectively. The orthogonal compo-
nent 2NyHy is given by

2NyHy = −0.5(N+ − N−)(H+ − H−) =
−0.5(N+H+ − N−H+ − N+H−+
N−H−) (2)

Evolution of double- and zero-quantum expecta-
tion values during the relaxation period TC (between
time points a and b) proceeds as follows

< 2NxHx > (TC)=0.5 exp{−RDQTC}(< N+H+ > (0)

+ < N−H− > (0))

+0.5 exp{−RZQTC}(< N−H+ > (0)

+ < N+H− > (0)) (3)

and

< 2NyHy > (TC)=−0.5 exp{−RDQTC}(< N+H+ > (0)

+ < N−H− > (0))

+0.5 exp{−RZQTC}(< N−H+ > (0)

+ < N+H− > (0)) (4)

Differential relaxation (RDQ 6= RZQ, see The-
ory) of double- and zero-quantum coherences leads
to a partial conversion of 2NxHx into 2NyHy. With
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Figure 1. Pulse scheme for the measurement of differential15N-1HN multiple-quantum relaxation. Narrow and wide pulses indicate 90◦ and
180◦ pulses, respectively, and, unless indicated otherwise, all pulses are applied along the x-axis. The1H and15N carriers were positioned at
4.72 ppm (water) and 119 ppm.15N pulses use a 6 kHz field, with WALTZ (Shaka et al., 1983) decoupling achieved with a 1 kHz field. The
water-selective1H 90◦ pulse (phaseφ2) is applied as a 2.2 ms rectangular pulse, with the carrier on the water resonance. Selective inversion
(shaded pulse) of the amide protons in the middle of the relaxation period TC is achieved using a RE-BURP inversion pulse (Geen and Freeman,
1991) (3.1 ms, 2.02 kHz peak radiofrequency (rf)). The1H carrier frequency is kept at the water resonance, and the1HN selective inversion
pulse is phase modulated so that the center of inversion is located at 8 ppm. Numerical simulations show that 95% inversion is achieved between
6.65–9.35 ppm. The values forτa, τb andτc were set to 2.25, 1.375 and 0.5 ms, respectively. The phase cycling wasφ1= y,−y; φ2= y or
x; φ3= y or x; φ4= x; φ5= x,−x; φ6= 2(x),2(y),2(−x),2(−y), φ7= x, and receiver was x,−x,−x,x. Two datasets are recorded in which
the phases are either set toφ2 = y;φ3 = y (reference experiment) orφ2 = x;φ3 = x (differential multiple-quantum relaxation experiment).
Quadrature detection in F2 employs the enhanced sensitivity pulsed field gradient method (Kay et al., 1992; Schleucher et al., 1993) where
for each value of t1 separate data sets are recorded for (g7,φ7) and (−g7, φ7+180◦). For each successive t1 value,φ4 and the phase of the
receiver are incremented by 180◦. Gradient levels were as follows: g1= 1.0 ms, 8 Gcm−1; g2= 0.5 ms, 8 Gcm−1; g3= 1 ms, 6 Gcm−1;
g4= 1.25 ms, 30 Gcm−1; g5= 0.15 ms, 15 Gcm−1; g6= 0.15 ms, 15 Gcm−1; and g7= 0.125 ms, 29 Gcm−1.

1RMQ = RDQ − RZQ (1RMQ comprises pos-
sible relaxation contributions, i.e. CSA-CSA cross
correlations, dipole–dipole cross correlations and con-
tributions due to fluctuations of the isotropic chemical
shift, see Theory), the ratio of the expectation values
<2NyHy> and<2NxHx> is given by

< 2NyHy > / < 2NxHx >= (−exp{−RDQTC}
+exp{−RZQTC})/(exp{−RDQTC} + exp{−RZQTC})
= tanh(1RMQTC/2)

(5)

In order to quantify1RMQ, two sets of spectra
are recorded differing only by the phases (φ2 = y,x;
φ3 = y,x) of the two simultaneous 90◦ pulses (at
time point b in the sequence of Figure 1). In the
reference experiment (φ2 = y; φ3 = y) 2NxHx is
selected, whereas in the differential relaxation exper-
iment (φ2 = x;φ3 = x) the orthogonal component
2NyHy is recorded. Note that in order to restore the
water signal, the water selective flip-back pulse (Grze-
siek and Bax, 1993) is applied with phaseφ2. Al-
though a single TC value is sufficient for determination
of 1RMQ, five experiments were performed varying
the relaxation delay TC using the following values: 10,
20, 30, 40 and 50 ms. All spectra were recorded as
64× 512 complex matrices with 32 scans per complex

t1 point for the reference experiment and 256 scans for
the differential relaxation experiment, and a repetition
delay between scans of 1 s was used in all experiments.
Estimates for1HN T2’s were obtained using a Hahn’s
echo based on the sequence of Figure 1 with identical
parameters but without applying15N pulses between
time points a and b in the sequence. Thus,1H anti-
phase magnetization, 2HxNz, evolves during the time
period TC. The CPMG delay (TC) was incremented as
follows: 0, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 40 ms, respectively.
The obtained1HN transverse relaxation rates were not
corrected for15N longitudinal relaxation contributions
and the effect of indirect scalar (3JHNHα) coupling
constants.

Data processing
NMR data were processed using the NMRPipe soft-
ware (Delaglio et al., 1995). All spectra were linearly
predicted in t1, weighted with a phase-shifted sine bell
in t1 and t2, and zero-filled in each dimension prior
to Fourier transformation. Peak integration was per-
formed using NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995). The
differences in relaxation rates were determined from
the experimental data according to Equation 5.
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Theory
In this section, the theoretical expression for the differ-
ence in the auto-relaxation rates between double- and
zero-quantum coherences is given. In what follows we
focus only on the effect of a time modulation of the
isotropic chemical shifts of the two nuclei engaged
in the multiple-quantum coherence. Other contribu-
tions stemming from correlated fluctuations between
different CSA contributions and from dipole–dipole
cross-correlation rates can be found in the literature,
(Vold and Vold, 1978; Werbelow, 1987; Konrat and
Sterk, 1993; Kumar and Kumar, 1996). We start from
the general spin hamiltonian for a two-spin systemIS

H(t) = H0I + H0S+ H1(t) (6)

where H0I and H0S are constant in time and contain the
Zeeman terms for the two spins I and S, respectively.
In case of an exchanging system this is given by

H0I =
∑

i

piω0Ii Iz (7a)

H0S=
∑

i

piω0SiSz (7b)

where pi denote the populations of the various con-
formers and the summation runs over the individual
conformers (in the simplest case treated here, a two-
site exchange process is assumed) andω0Ti is the
resonance frequency of spin T at site i. For reasons
of simplicity we neglect any scalar couplings.

The time-dependent hamiltonian H1(t) comprises
the simultaneous modulation of the isotropic I-spin
σI (t) and S-spinσS(t) chemical shifts and can be
expressed as contractions of irreducible tensors of
rank 1,

H1(t) = γIσI(t)IzB0+ γSσS(t)SzB0 (8)

where B0 describes the static magnetic field in the
laboratory frame andγi is the gyromagnetic ratio of
nucleus i; as usual it was assumed that B± = 0.

The explicit influence of H0I and H0S can be re-
moved by transforming the Liouville equation into a
new reference frame (interaction frame) (Abragam,
1986) yielding

H∗1(t) = exp{i(H0I + H0S)t}
H1(t) exp{−i(H0I + H0S)t} (9)

The transformed Liouville equation is thus

dσ∗(t)/dt= −i[H∗1(t), σ∗(t)] (10)

σ∗(t) denotes the density operator in the new refer-
ence frame. Under conditions that have been described
in detail (Abragam, 1986), the quantum-mechanical
master equation in the interaction representation is

dσ∗
dt
= −1

2

∞∫
−∞
[H∗1(t), [H∗1(t− τ), (σ∗ − σ∗0)]]dτ (11)

Equation 11 can be converted into an operator
equation by expressing the density operator in terms
of basis operators. The exchange contribution Rex to
the auto-relaxation rate0rr of the operator Br (Br = Iz,
I±, Sz, S±, I± Sz, Iz S±, I± S±) is given by

Rex=−B2
0

2 γIγI < Br|[Iz, [Iz,Br]] >
∞∫
−∞

σI(t)σI(t− τ)dτ

−B2
0

2 γSγS < Br|[Sz, [Sz,Br]] >
∞∫
−∞

σS(t)σS(t− τ)dτ

−B2
0

2 γIγS < Br|[Iz, [Sz,Br]] >
∞∫
−∞

σI(t)σS(t− τ)dτ

−B2
0

2 γSγI < Br|[Sz, [Iz,Br]] >
∞∫
−∞

σS(t)σI(t− τ)dτ

(12)

Due to the presence of exchange contributions to
the relaxation of both spins, also cross terms between
the two exchange contributions (i.e. [Iz, [Sz, Br]] and
[Sz, [Iz, Br]]) have to be considered. From Equation 12
it is apparent that exchange cross terms do not con-
tribute to the relaxation of transverse one-spin order,
since the double commutator vanishes in case of trans-
verse magnetization from a single spin (Br = I±, S±).
The situation becomes entirely different if multiple-
quantum coherences (transverse multi-spin order) are
present. In this case the double-commutator does not
vanish anymore and thus the exchange cross terms do
contribute to the relaxation rate of the multi-spin order.

We concentrate on the contribution of these ex-
change cross terms to the relaxation of double-
quantum (Br = I+S+) and zero-quantum (Br = I+S−)
coherences in a two-spin system and consider the case
where the two spins I and S are exchanging between
two sites A and B, with pA and pB being the relative
populations of the two sites, andτex= pB /k1= pA/ k−1
is the exchange lifetime. k1 and k−1 are the forward
and backward exchange rates, respectively. The en-
semble average in Equation 12 is calculated using the
solutions of the coupled differential equations describ-
ing the exchange process as given by Wennerström,
1972). Using the commutator relationship [Iz, I±] =
± I± one gets

RDQ = RDQ0+1δ(I)+1δ(S)
+21ω(I)1ω(S)pApBτex

(13a)
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Figure 2. Zoom of 2D spectra of CRP2(LIM2) obtained with the sequence of Figure 1 of (A) the reference experiment and (B) the differential
multiple-quantum relaxation experiment, using TC = 30 ms. The total measuring time was 1.3 h (32 scans) for experiment A and 10.5 h (256
scans) for experiment B.

RZQ = RZQ0+1δ(I)+1δ(S)
−21ω(I)1ω(S)pApBτex

(13b)

where RDQ0 and RZQ0 are the double- and zero-
quantum auto-relaxation rates without chemical ex-
change.1δ(I) =1ω(I)2pApBτex and1δ(S)=1ω(S)2

pApBτex are the exchange contributions to the trans-
verse relaxation of spin I and S.1ω(I) and1ω(S)
are the chemical shift differences (ωA–ωB) [rad.s−1]
between the two sites for spins I and S, respectively.
As can be seen from Equations 13a,b, the difference in
the auto-relaxation rates of double- and zero-quantum
coherences now also contains a contribution from cor-
related fluctuations of the isotropic chemical shifts
of the two spins. The difference between the auto-
relaxation rates RDQ0 and RZQ0 is given by (Vold
and Vold, 1978; Wokaun and Ernst, 1978; Werbelow,
1987; Konrat and Sterk, 1993; Kumar and Kumar,
1996):

RDQ0− RZQ0= 20I,S+ 2ηIS,IS+ 2
∑

x
λIX ,SX (14)

where the first term0I,S is the contribution from the
cross correlation between the two CSA interactions,
the second termηIS,IS originates from dipolar inter-
actions giving rise to a heteronuclear NOE, and the
third term comprises all possible dipole–dipole cross
correlationsλIX ,SX to other remote spins.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 illustrates the pulse scheme which was
used to measure the differential relaxation of double-
and zero-quantum coherences comprising the back-
bone amide nitrogens and protons of13C,15N-labeled
carboxyl-terminal LIM domain qCRP2(LIM2) from
quail cysteine- and glycine-rich protein CRP2. Note
that13C-labeling is not necessary for the performance
of the experimental scheme in Figure 1. Two parts
of the orthogonal datasets are shown in Figure 2.
The good dispersion of the peaks in both frequency
dimensions allowed for the quantification of differ-
ential multiple-quantum relaxation for 49 residues of
CRP2(LIM2). Figure 3 shows ratios of intensities,
<2NyNy>/<2NxNx>, as a function of TC, for four
different residues in CRP2(LIM2). As can be seen
from the figure, the ratio agrees very well with the
theoretical dependence of Equation 5. Although the re-
placement of the amide proton by a bulk water proton
due to intermolecular exchange gives rise to a slight
decrease of the measured cross-correlated exchange,
no significant effects were observed for relaxation
times smaller than 50 ms. However, if larger durations
of TC (i.e. TC > 50 ms) are used, such effects become
noticeable and lead to a deviation from Equation 5.

The experimentally determined relaxation rate dif-
ference, 1RMQ = RDQ − RZQ, varied between
0.58 s−1 (Ile166) and 35.7 s−1 (Leu159), with an
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Table 1. Comparison between experimental1δMQ(exp.) and calculated1δMQ(calc.)
cross-correlated exchange contributions to the differential multiple-quantum relaxation1RMQ

Residue 1δMQ(exp.)a (s−1) 1δMQ(calc.)b (s−1) 1δ (15N)c (s−1) 1δ (1HN)d (s−1)

Leu154 4.84 28.4 6.8 7.4

Thr158 30.74 32.2 18.0e 3.6

Leu159 32.74 52.1 4.7 36.1e

a1δMQ(exp.) was calculated from the difference between1RMQ(i) − 1RMQ(average).

1RMQ(average) was determined to 2.96 s−1.
b1δMQ(calc.) was calculated based on Equations 13a, 13b, assuming a totally correlated two-state

exchange model,1δMQ(calc.)= 4(1δ(15N))1/2 (1δ(1HN))1/2= 41ω(15N)1ω(1HN)pApBτex, and

using the estimates for exchange contributions1δ (15N) and1δ (1HN), respectively.
cExchange contributions for15N,1δ(15N) = 1ω2(15N)pApBτex, were obtained from a model-free
analysis (Lipari and Szabo, 1982a, 1982b) of15N relaxation data (Konrat et al., 1997).
dExchange contributions for1HN,1δ (1HN) =1ω2(1HN)pApBτex, were estimated from the differ-
ences between the individual (1/T2) (1HN)(i) and (1/T2)0 (1HN). (1/T2)0 (1HN) was assumed to be
representative of an amide proton, which is conformationally rigid and slowly exchanging with bulk
water. For (1/T2)0 (1HN), the1HN of Trp140 (1HN-T2: 72 ms) was used in the analysis. Trp140 is
located in a well-definedβ-strand and the amide proton shows high protection from intermolecular
exchange with the solvent.
eThe dominating exchange contributions are given in bold.

Figure 3. Ratio of intensities,<2NyHy>/<2NxHx>, as a function
of TC, for four residues in CRP2(LIM2). The solid lines are drawn
according to Equation 5. Filled triangle: Thr158; filled square:
Ser121; filled diamond: Gly151; and filled circle: Cys123.

average value of 2.96± 1.26 s−1 (omitting residues
Leu154, Thr158 and Leu159, which displayed signif-
icantly larger relaxation rate differences, see below).
The precision limit of the obtained relaxation rate
differences1RMQ was derived from Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of the distributions of the experimental peak
intensities. The root-mean-square baseline noises in
the two experiments were taken as a measure of the
standard deviations of the peak heights in these ex-
periments. The average error was calculated to be
0.12 ± 0.1 s−1. Figure 4 shows a residue plot of
1RMQ versus residue number. As was the case for
cross correlations involving other nuclei of the pep-

Figure 4. Differential multiple-quantum relaxation,1RMQ, as a
function of residue in CRP2(LIM2). Residues 154–159 are part of a
conformationally flexible loop region connecting the twoβ-strands
βVI (from residue Lys152 to residue Leu154) andβVII (from
residue Thr160 to residue Lys162) in CRP2(LIM2) (Konrat et al.,
1997). Insert: Residues with significantly increased1RMQ values
(Leu154, Thr158 and Leu159) are displayed on a ribbon represen-
tation of CRP2(LIM2). The picture was generated with the program
MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991).

tide plane (Brutscher et al., 1998; Ghose et al., 1998),
the values of1RMQ are not uniform but instead show
a significant variation. From Equation 14 it can be
seen that there are various possible explanations for
this difference. First, a variation of both the orien-
tations and magnitudes of the15N and 1HN CSA
tensors would modify the CSA/CSA cross correlation
contribution. Secondly, dependent on the secondary
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structure, the different dipole–dipole cross correlation
terms in Equation 14 would change. Thirdly, the pres-
ence of internal dynamics also modifies the various
average cross-correlation rates in Equation 14. Finally,
motional anisotropy has to be considered, as it leads
to a dependence of the various cross-correlated re-
laxation rates on the orientation of the participating
interaction principal frames in the tensor of rotational
diffusion. In order to delineate all the various con-
tributions, more experiments have to be performed,
which is, however, not the main thrust of the present
investigation. Of particular interest and of major con-
cern are the significantly increased values of1RMQ

for residues Leu154, Thr158, and Leu159. The1RMQ

for these residues were: Leu154: 7.8 s−1; Thr158:
33.7 s−1 and Leu159: 35.7 s−1. There is compelling
evidence that these residues are located in a conforma-
tionally flexible loop region connecting twoβ-strands
(Konrat et al., 1997). Other loop and turn regions in
qCRP2(LIM2) show less pronounced conformational
exchange processes. A model-free analysis of the15N
relaxation data (obtained with a CPMG sequence;
Konrat et al., 1997) revealed significant exchange
contributions for these residues (Table 1). Addition-
ally, the presence of conformational flexibility is evi-
denced by the fact that large deviations from average
differential line broadening1RDQ/ZQ of 13C′(i−1)-
15N(i) multiple-quantum (MQ) coherences were also
observed for13C′(i−1)-15N(i) DQ/ZQ of residues
Leu154, Thr158 and Leu159 in CRP2(LIM2). The
values were obtained with a pulse sequence similar to
the sequence proposed by Zuiderweg and co-workers
(Pellecchia et al., 1999): (1RC′,N: Leu154:−8.0 s−1;
Thr158: +19.3 s−1; Leu159: +0.1 s−1; average
value: −2.5 ± 1.4 s−1). The dramatic increase in
1HN-15N DQ/ZQ relaxation differences,1RMQ, for
residues Leu154, Thr158 and Leu159 cannot be ac-
counted for by realistic modifications of the15N and
1HN CSA tensors or the introduction of (fast) local
anisotropic motion at these two sites. Finally, addi-
tional dipole-dipole cross-correlations to remote spins
can also be ruled out. The only relaxation mechanism
which can be responsible for this dramatically in-
creased relaxation difference is a cross-correlated time
modulation of the15N and the1H isotropic chemical
shifts. To further corroborate our conclusion, we have
compared experimental1δMQ(exp.) and calculated
1δMQ(calc.) exchange contributions to1RMQ (Ta-
ble 1). Note that only the total exchange contributions
(1δMQ, 1δ(15N), 1δ(1HN)) to the transverse relax-
ation were considered. No attempts have been made

to extract populations, frequency shifts or exchange
lifetimes. The calculation serves to demonstrate that
cross-correlated exchange is the only plausible re-
laxation mechanism to give rise to these significant
differential line-broadening effects. From inspection
of Table 1 it can be seen that the magnitudes of
1δMQ(exp.) for Leu154, Thr158 and Leu159 are
reasonably reproduced by taking into account cross-
correlated fluctuations of the1HN and 15N isotropic
chemical shifts. Of course, the accuracy of the es-
timated 1HN and 15N exchange contributions limits
the agreement between calculated and experimental
exchange cross-correlation rates1δMQ (Table 1). Sec-
ondly, the neglect of intermolecular exchange with
bulk water leads to a slight overestimation of the calcu-
lated cross-correlated exchange rate1δMQ(calc.). Ad-
ditionally, the derivation of the exchange contributions
to the differential multiple-quantum relaxation (Equa-
tions 13a,13b) strictly assumes a totally correlated
two-site exchange process. However, conformational
reorientations in proteins can be significantly more
complex and consequently require more elaborate mo-
tional models (e.g. correlated multi-site exchange).

It is interesting to note that the relative exchange
contributions of15N and 1HN to 1RMQ of Leu154,
Thr158 and Leu159 differ significantly. The exchange
contributions to1RMQ of both 15N and 1HN for
Leu154 are almost identical. For Thr158, differen-
tial multiple-quantum relaxation is mainly governed
by 15N contributions, whereas for Leu1591RMQ

is dominated by contributions stemming from1HN

transverse relaxation. The difference is governed by
the mechanistic details of the structural isomerization
processes at these molecular sites. For example, re-
versible opening and closing of hydrogen bonds at
these sites transiently forms open, unprotected con-
formational substates, which subsequently can un-
dergo structural reorientations. The different1HN

and 15N exchange contributions to differential1HN-
15N multiple-quantum relaxation observed for these
residues suggest that the nature of these transient high-
energy fluctuations varies significantly along the back-
bone of this conformationally flexible loop region.
Note that these residues also display a different de-
gree of agreement between experimental1δMQ(exp.)
and calculated1δMQ(calc.) exchange contributions
to 1RMQ. For Thr158 the agreement is very good,
whereas for Leu154 and Leu159 only poor agree-
ment is observed. At present, the precise nature of
the structural isomerization processes at these back-
bone sites is not yet clear. The data for Thr158 are
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consistent with a two-site conformational exchange
process. However, additional conformational fluctua-
tions (e.g. reversible hydrogen bond formation and/or
breakage) occurring on a faster (sub-microsecond)
time-scale may exist. In contrast, residues Leu154
and Leu159 may exist in a conformational equilibrium
between three or more distinct conformations with
µs-ms exchange lifetimes for the interconverting con-
formational substates. Interestingly, the qualitatively
different conformational exchange behavior at these
sites is also paralleled by different levels of amide pro-
tection from exchange with bulk water. The protection
from exchange is considerably higher for Leu154 and
Leu159 compared to Thr158. It thus seems plausible
that the relative weakness of the hydrogen bond(s) at
the site of Thr158 increases the rate constants of the re-
orientational processes preceding the subsequent local
two-site exchange.

Somewhat smaller but still significantly larger than
average1RMQ values are found for residues Cys147,
Ala148 and Lys174. Residues Cys147 and Ala148 are
part of the rubredoxin-knuckle (‘Rd-knuckle’) (Konrat
et al., 1997) of the secondCCCC zinc-binding site in
CRP2(LIM2). The conformation of this local structure
element is partially stabilized by hydrogen bonding
between backbone amide protons and thiolates of the
zinc coordinating cysteine residues (Perez-Alvarado
et al., 1994; Konrat et al., 1997). Whereas Cys147 ex-
hibits slightly smaller than average T2 values, there is
no indication for conformational exchange processes
for Ala148. Thus, it cannot be ruled out that the
increase in1RMQ values for Ala148 may be due
to variations of the15N and 1HN CSA tensors (i.e.
due to hydrogen bonding). Interestingly, the amide
proton HN of Ala148 (strandβV) forms a hydrogen
bond to the carbonyl oxygen of Ile166 (strandβVIII),
which additionally stabilizes theβ-sheet arrangement
in CRP2(LIM2) (Konrat et al., 1997). Lys174 ter-
minates the C-terminal helix in CRP2(LIM2) and
we suggest that a conformational exchange process
reminiscent of helical fraying is responsible for this
increased1RMQ value.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that a cross-correlated time-
modulation of the isotropic chemical shifts of a spin
pair incorporated in multiple-quantum coherences
leads to a differential relaxation of double- and zero-
quantum coherences, respectively. This differential

relaxation effect is manifested in a partial conversion
of the two-spin coherence term 2NxHx into 2NyHy,
which can be conveniently measured by simply adjust-
ing the phases of two 90◦ 15N and1H pulses, thereby
selecting one of the two two-spin coherences. The
difference in the multiple-quantum relaxation rates
can be obtained from the intensity ratio of the two
experiments. The effect can be understood using time-
dependent perturbation theory by introducing a time-
dependent Zeeman hamiltonian for the two spins in the
multiple-quantum coherence.

Differential relaxation of double- and zero-
quantum coherences provides valuable information
about chemical shielding tensors and defines another
valuable source of dynamic information. However,
care has to be taken as far as the quantitative in-
terpretation is concerned. For example, in a recent
study Zuiderweg and co-workers (Pellecchia et al.,
1999) have obtained CSA-CSA cross-correlation rates
with high precision for the protein binase (12.3 kDa).
They observed significant discrepancies between lo-
cal protein dynamics for the C-terminus of the pro-
tein deduced either from CSA-CSA cross correlations
0N,C′ or from dipole–dipole cross-correlated relax-
ation rates0NH,C′H. As this part of the protein com-
prises the active site of the enzyme, for which also
extensive millisecond dynamics were observed (Pel-
lecchia et al., 1999), it might be anticipated that the
observed discrepancy may be due to cross-correlated
time-modulation of the isotropic chemical shifts of the
amide nitrogen and the carbonyl carbon, respectively.

In sum, we have demonstrated that cross-
correlated chemical shift modulation provides an ef-
ficient relaxation mechanism for multiple-quantum
coherences and can be used to monitorµs–ms pro-
tein structural fluctuations. This opens up new ex-
perimental means for the investigation of dynamic
events in solution. Specifically, we anticipate that
by a combined interpretation of single-quantum auto-
relaxation (Akke and Palmer, 1996; Mulder et al.,
1998) (preferably at multiple magnetic field strengths)
and differential multiple-quantum relaxation, exquis-
ite information about the mechanistic details of con-
formationally exchanging spin systems (i.e. extent
of correlated fluctuations, identification of multi-site
exchange processes) will be obtained. Another pos-
sible application lies in the study of enzyme–ligand
systems, where the number of structurally relevant in-
tramolecular ligand NOEs is often scarce. In this case,
the chemical shift modulation upon reversible ligand
binding, when combined with quantum mechanical
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shift calculations, may provide important structural in-
formation about the ligand conformation in the bound
state and might be a valuable addition to other recently
developed experiments based on cross-correlated re-
laxation (Blommers et al., 1999; Carlomagno et al.,
1999). Moreover, the differential line broadening ob-
served in multiple-quantum coherences may also be
exploited in a way similar to the TROSY principle
(Pervushin et al., 1998), which would allow for in-
teresting applications in chemically exchanging (and
rapidly decaying) spin systems. Finally, provided that
multiple-quantum coherences can be established be-
tween remote spins separated by many residues in the
primary sequence, one can envisage fascinating appli-
cations to study correlated and functionally important
long-range ms–µs motions in enzymes.
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